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Abstract—Quadrilateral distance elements can provide
significantly more fault resistance coverage than mho distance
elements for short line applications. Quadrilateral phase and
ground distance element characteristics result from the
combination of several distance elements. Directional elements
discriminate between forward and reverse faults, while reactance
and resistance elements are fundamental to the proper
performance of the quadrilateral characteristic. Load flow
considerations determine the choice of the polarizing quantity for
these elements. Reactance elements must accommodate load flow
and adapt to it. Resistive blinders should detect as much fault
resistance as possible without causing excessive overreach or
underreach of the quadrilateral distance element. In this paper,
we discuss an adaptive quadrilateral distance scheme that can
detect greater fault resistance than a previous implementation.
We also discuss application considerations for quadrilateral
distance elements.

Phase B are shown), the tower structure, the insulator chains,
the ground wire, and the different impedances to the flow of
fault current. These impedances are simplified to be resistive
values only [4][5].
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A. Fault Resistance
Short circuits along the transmission line will have some
degree of additional impedance. If this additional impedance
is negligible, the line impedance is prevalent, and the apparent
impedance measured will reflect it by reporting an impedance
with the same angle as the line impedance. On the other hand,
if this additional impedance is not negligible, the measured
apparent impedance no longer appears at the line angle.
Fig. 1 shows the different components of fault resistance
for transmission line faults. Although extremely simplified,
the figure shows the phase conductors (only Phase A and
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I. OVERVIEW
Whereas the literature debates the differences and benefits
of mho and quadrilateral ground distance elements [1], this
paper describes the theory, application, and characteristics of a
particular implementation of phase and ground quadrilateral
distance elements.
It is well accepted that a quadrilateral characteristic is
beneficial when protecting short transmission lines [1][2]. It is
also accepted that sensitive pilot protection schemes do not
rely on distance elements only; these schemes also rely on
ground directional overcurrent (67G), a unit that provides
higher fault resistance (Rf) detecting capabilities than ground
distance elements of any shape [3].
Generally, high Rf faults have been associated with singleline-to-ground faults (AG, BG, CG). For these faults, the
associated Rf is considerable. On the other hand, phase faults
are less susceptible to high Rf values. However, because short
transmission lines are much more affected by high Rf values,
the element with the most fault detecting capabilities should
be used [1][2][3].
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Visualizing the Rf component

The Rtower resistance is generally called the “footing
resistance.” It is a critical parameter regarding the design and
construction of transmission lines [6]. For an insulation
flashover fault, the return path is through the tower itself.
When a foreign object touches the conductors, the current
distributes between adjacent towers but returns through the
footing resistance. Ideally, the smaller the footing resistance,
the better the transmission line ground fault detection
performance will be. However, even though smaller values
exist, practical values range from 5 to 20 ohms; and in rocky
terrain, the resistance could be 100 ohms or more [1].
In Fig. 1, Raφg represents the arc resistance for an insulator
flashover for a phase-to-ground fault. This is in the path of the
ground fault flashover current Igffo. Raφφ is the arc resistance
for a phase-to-phase fault.
The arc resistance value is dependent on the arc length and
the current flowing through the arc. A well-accepted formula
is the one empirically derived by A. Van Warrington,
expressed in (1). Other equations yield similar results [7]. In
(1), the arc length is expressed in meters.

length
(1)
Ω
I1.4
The arc initially presents a few ohms of impedance. Over
time, it could develop into 50 or more ohms [1]. Importantly,
its value is dependent on the arc length and the current
=
Rarc 28688.5
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flowing through the arc. In Fig. 1, the arc length is denoted as
dφg for ground faults and dφφ for phase faults.
Rstruc is the tower structure resistance. Although
insignificant for a metallic structure, this resistance may carry
a significant value if built from a nonconductive material like
wood.
Rtreeg and Rtreep are the resistances of foreign objects that
could be causing a power system fault. A tree is chosen as an
example. These resistance values could be a few hundred
ohms.
1) Phase-to-Ground Faults
Phase-to-ground faults are the most common type of faults
in the power system. They involve a single phase that
conducts fault current to ground. There are two possible
single-phase-to-ground fault scenarios: insulator flashover and
an object creating a path to ground.
a) Insulator Flashover
An insulator flashover (arc resistance Raφg), which may be
due to a lightning strike or any other event that would stress
the insulator, conducts fault current from the phase conductor
to the tower structure (Igffo) and then to ground through the
“tower footing resistance” (Rtower). The arc forms on the dφg
length. This length is the “creepage distance” of the insulator
string, which is the shortest electrical distance between the
conductor and the tower measured along the insulator string
structure.
b) Ground Fault Through an Object
Another possible phase-to-ground fault may occur when
the phase conductor contacts an object, such as a tree (Rtree),
which is in contact with ground (see Fig. 1). The contact is
most likely not at the tower location. It could occur any place
along the span from one tower to another tower. The fault
current distributes to ground through the tower resistances,
with a larger percentage of current flowing to the footing
resistance of the closer tower. Conservatively, we can assume
that current is only flowing through a single tower footing
resistance. This simple assumption contrasts with other
advanced and accurate analysis techniques [8].
Regardless of the two possible scenarios, the path to
ground involves the equivalent Rtower, which is the resistance
of the composite path from earth to system ground. For an
insulator flashover, Rf is the sum of Raφg and Rtower,
ignoring the tower resistance (Rstruc). For a ground fault
occurring because of contact with an object to ground, Rf is
the sum of Rtreeg and Rtower. The Rf component for this type
of fault can be significant.
The presence of ground wires in the tower distributes the
fault current differently. A portion of the fault current will
return to ground (Igw) through these wires. The ground wires
are part of the zero-sequence impedance and therefore not
associated to Rf.

2) Phase-to-Phase Faults
Phase-to-phase faults, as Fig. 1 illustrates, do not involve
the ground return path. As with phase-to-ground faults, an
insulator flashover or phase-to-phase connection through an
object could be the cause of the fault.
If the fault is due to insulation flashover, Rf is expressed by
(1), and the arc length could be a straight line or a path around
the tower (dφφ). The important factor is that Rf is fully due to
the arc resistance.
Because of the spacing between phases in high-voltage
(HV) and extra-high-voltage (EHV) transmission networks
and even in subtransmission levels, it is highly improbable
that an object could produce a phase-to-phase fault because of
contact. However, in distribution networks, phase-to-phase
faults have a higher probability of occurrence because the
conductor can have contact with different objects, like tree
branches, flying debris, etc.
B. The Need for a Quadrilateral Element in Transmission
Networks
The following three conclusions can be made based on
Fig. 1:
• The arc component of the fault, Raφg or Raφφ, has a
value that can be estimated. Equation (1) indicates that
the value may not be significant for transmission
levels.
• Ground faults may have significant values of Rf. The
tower footing resistances or foreign object resistances
can have large values.
• Phase faults in transmission networks will most likely
have a small arc resistance.
When discussing protective distance relaying for
transmission lines, it is of interest to understand the relay
impedance characteristics and schemes used. Per the
discussion above, ground distance relaying for short lines,
which can be complicated, benefits from the use of a
quadrilateral characteristic because ground faults involve more
than the arc resistance. Phase distance relaying, on the other
hand, detects faults where only the arc resistance is involved,
and therefore the complications of a quadrilateral element are
not generally required. For these reasons, protective relaying
distance schemes that implement mho phase distance
algorithms to detect phase faults and a combination of mho
and quadrilateral ground distance elements to detect ground
faults are justified.
For the majority of transmission line applications, from
subtransmission to EHV voltage levels, the mho phase
element and mho quadrilateral ground distance scheme have
proven to be adequate. Extremely short lines may be a
challenge to this scheme. Zero-sequence and negativesequence directional overcurrent elements have proven to be
the solution for distance element limitations for short lines.
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C. Short Line Applications
A short transmission line will generally have lowimpedance and short length values. On an R-X diagram, like
the one shown in Fig. 2, the line impedance is electrically very
far from the expected maximum load. For some applications,
the line impedance reach (Zset) values challenge the
measurement accuracies of the relay itself.
Even for a ground fault with no arc resistance (Raφg equals
zero), the Rf component will have the value of the tower
footing resistance, as discussed previously. Mho ground
elements have an intrinsic ability to expand and accommodate
more Rf. This expansion is proportional to the source
impedance (Zs), as shown in Fig. 2 [9]. However, if the tower
footing resistances are in the range of the line impedances,
which add to Rf, the mho element will have difficulty
detecting faults even with no arc resistance. The situation is
negatively amplified if the source behind the relay is very
strong—implying a very small Zs.

D. Directional Overcurrent
Directional overcurrent protection is a more sensitive fault
detecting technique than any type of distance element [1][10].
The reach of these elements varies with the source impedance
of a transmission network. Ground directional elements are
polarized with zero-sequence or negative-sequence voltage.
Negative-sequence polarization is also used for phase
directional overcurrent protection. Other phase directional
schemes are also possible.
In line protection schemes, directional overcurrent is used
as a backup scheme for pilot channel loss.
Directional comparison pilot relaying schemes compare the
direction to the fault between two or more terminals. It is
recommended to include directional overcurrent elements (67)
to complement the traditional distance elements (21), as
illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Short line apparent impedance

Quadrilateral ground distance elements can provide a larger
margin to accommodate Rf. These elements are better suited to
protect short lines. There are some limitations in the amount
of Rf that they can accommodate (see Section IV).
Nevertheless, their performance is better than that of a mho
circle.
The situation for phase fault detection is similar to that of
ground fault detection in short line applications. If the
expected arc resistance is approximately the same magnitude
as the transmission line impedance, the mho phase circle will
experience problems detecting the fault. In significantly short
line applications, quadrilateral phase distance elements
provide notably better coverage than a mho phase element.
Nevertheless, it is accepted that directional overcurrent
elements are the most sensitive fault detecting elements and
should be included in pilot relaying schemes [1][3].

Directional comparison with directional overcurrent elements

Pilot schemes for ground directional overcurrent, as shown
in Fig. 3, will make up for any lack of sensitivity of mho
elements for short lines. In fact, greater sensitivity is achieved
by using directional overcurrent elements in the scheme,
regardless of the types of line and distance elements.
E. Fault Resistance on the Apparent Impedance Plane
Relay engineers use the apparent impedance plane to
analyze distance element performance during load, fault, and
power oscillation conditions, either with mho or quadrilateral
elements. In this plane, we can represent the apparent
impedance for line faults with different values of Rf and line
loading conditions. Fig. 4 shows the system that we used to
calculate the apparent impedance for phase-to-ground faults at
85 percent from the sending end.
VS = 1

VR = 1 0°

δ
m = 0.85

Rf
ZS1 = 4 85°
ZS0 = 12 85°

Relay

ZL1 = 2 85°

ZR1 = 0.4 85°

ZL0 = 6 85°

ZR0 = 1.2 85°

All impedances are in secondary ohms

Fig. 4. Power system parameters and operating conditions to analyze the
performance of distance elements
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Fig. 5 shows the apparent impedance locus for different
loading conditions (δ equal to –20, –10, 0, 10, and 20 degrees)
and all possible values of Rf.

forward direction, ZLOAD is on the right side (positive values
of resistance) of the plane. As Rf starts decreasing, the
apparent impedance describes the locus that Fig. 7 shows.
Notice that with Rf equal to 0, the apparent impedance is
exactly equal to 85 percent of the line impedance.
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Fig. 5. Apparent impedance for δ equal to –20, –10, 0, 10, and 20 degrees
while Rf varies from 0 to ∞

Fig. 6 shows that the apparent impedance can cause
distance elements with fixed characteristics over- and
underreach and have limited Rf coverage if the distance
element does not have an adaptive characteristic [11].
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Fig. 7. Apparent impedance locus for load in the forward direction (δ equal
to 10 degrees)

Fig. 8 shows the impedance locus for incoming load flow
(δ equal to –10 degrees). This apparent impedance makes it a
challenge for the distance elements to detect large values of Rf
and avoid element underreach.
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Fig. 6. Apparent impedance can cause distance element over- and
underreach and have limited Rf coverage

Fig. 7 shows the impedance locus for load flow in the
forward direction (δ equal to 10 degrees). In this case, the
remote-end voltage VR equals 0.98 pu. Regardless of the
impedance loop measurement (ground fault loop or phase fault
loop), the apparent impedance starts at a load value, ZLOAD,
that corresponds to Rf equals ∞. For active power flow in the
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Fig. 8. Apparent impedance locus for incoming load flow (δ equal to
–10 degrees)
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II. QUADRILATERAL DISTANCE ELEMENTS
Mho distance elements describe a natural and smooth
curvature on the impedance plane. The shape is the result of a
phase comparison of two quantities that yield the familiar
circle on the apparent impedance plane [9]. Quadrilateral
distance elements are not as straightforward. Combining
distance elements has allowed designers to create all types of
shapes and polygonal characteristics.
An impedance function with a quadrilateral characteristic
requires the implementation of the following:
• A directional element
• A reactance element
• Two left and right blinder resistance calculations
Fig. 9 illustrates a typical quadrilateral element composed
of three distance elements. The element that determines the
impedance reach is the reactance element X. The element that
determines the resistive coverage for faults is the right
resistance element Rright. The element that limits the
coverage for reverse flowing load is the left resistance element
Rleft. A directional check keeps the unit detecting faults in the
forward direction only.
jX
Rleft
X

Zset
Rright
Rset

R

Fig. 9. Components of a quadrilateral distance element

The setting of the reach on the line impedance angle locus
is denoted by Zset in Fig. 9. It is not a setting on the X axis but
is the reach on the line impedance. We will show that this
setting is the pivot point of the line impedance reach. The Rset
setting is the resistive offset from the origin. A line parallel to
the line impedance is shown in Fig. 9.
The impedance lines in Fig. 9 are straight lines for practical
purposes. The theory, however, shows that these lines are
infinite radius circles [9]. The polarizing quantity for creating
these large circles is the measured current at the relay location.
A. Adaptive Reactance Element
Several protective relaying publications report that serious
overreach problems are experienced by nonadaptive reactance
elements because of forward load flow and Rf [1][2][11]. If
the reactance element in a quadrilateral characteristic is not
designed to accommodate the situation shown in Fig. 10, an

external fault with Rf may enter the operating area. The
intrinsic curvature and beneficial shift of the mho circle are
sufficient to overcome this problem. However, reactance lines
need to be designed to accommodate this issue.
jX

R

Fig. 10. The reactance and mho elements adapt to load conditions

Fig. 10 shows the desired behavior of the reactance line for
forward load flow. A tilt in the shown direction is required.
Several techniques have been proposed for this purpose,
including a fixed characteristic tilt and the use of prefault load.
Interestingly, an infinite diameter mho circle provides the
same tilt as a regular mho circle, and the reactive line becomes
adaptive [9]. The proper polarizing current is the negativesequence component [12]. The homogeneity of the negativesequence network and the closer proximity of the I2 angle to
the fault current (If) angle makes the I2 current an ideal
polarizing quantity.
To obtain the desired reactance characteristic for the AG
loop, the following two quantities can be compared with a
90-degree phase comparator:

S1 =
VRA − Zset(IRA + k0  3I0)

(2)

S2 = j ( IR2 ) e jT

(3)

Equations (4) and (5) define the resulting a and b vectors
used to plot the reactance element characteristic [9].

a = Zset

b= ∞e


 IA1 IA0 Zset0  
− j 90o −T + ang 1+
+

 IA2 IA2 Zset  


k0 =

Zset0 − Zset1
3• Zset1

(4)
(5)
(6)

where:
k0 is the zero-sequence compensating factor.
Zset0 is the zero-sequence impedance reach derived from
k0 and Zset.
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Fig. 11 shows the adaptive behavior of the reactance line
derived from (4) and (5). Calculating a proper homogeneity
angle tilt (denoted by T in the equation), the unit ensures
correct reach regardless of the direction of the load flow.
X

Reverse Load Effect

Similarly, Equations (13) and (14) define the adaptive
phase resistance element for phase faults.
(13)

S1 = (VRB − VRC) − Rset(IRB − IRC)

=
S2 (IRB2 − IRC2) e jθ L1

(14)

jX

Zset

Forward Load Effect

ZL

R

Rset

Fig. 11. Adaptive ground reactance element characteristic

For ground distance elements, I0 is another choice for
polarizing the reactance element. This option is acceptable if
the homogeneity factor, T, for the zero-sequence impedances
is known.
For phase distance elements, using the negative-sequence
current is also an option.

S1 = (VRB − VRC) − Zset(IRB − IRC)

=
S2 j(IRB2 − IRC2)e jT

(7)
(8)

The resulting a and b vectors are shown in (9) and (10).

a = Zset
b= ∞e


 IB1− IC1  
− j  90−T + ang 1+

 IB2− IC2  


(9)
(10)

As described in [9], vector b defines the infinite diameter
and the tilt angle, both of which are expressed in (5) for the
ground reactance line and (10) for the phase reactance line.
The resulting line is adaptive to the load flow direction, as
shown in Fig. 11. The reactance line adapts properly to load
flow and Rf.
B. Adaptive Resistance Element
Fig. 9 shows that the right resistance element is responsible
for the resistive coverage in a quadrilateral distance element.
This component of the quadrilateral distance element should
accommodate and detect as much Rf as possible.
In proposing an adaptive resistance line, it is possible to
make the line static or adaptive as the reactance line. An
adaptive resistive blinder is obtained by defining Rset in (2)
and shifting (3) by (θL1 – 90°), where θL1 is the angle of the
positive-sequence line impedance. The benefit shown in
Fig. 12 is a shift of the resistance element to the right, which
accommodates faults with forward load flow. Equations (11)
and (12) implement the adaptive ground resistance element.

S1 =
VRA − Rset(IRA + k0  3I0)

(11)

S2 = IR2 e jθ L1

(12)

R

Fig. 12. Adaptive ground resistance element characteristic

While the use of negative-sequence current yields a
beneficial tilt of the resistance element for load in the forward
direction, as shown in Fig. 12, the tilt is in the opposite
direction for load in the reverse direction. Therefore, the tilt is
not beneficial under this condition.
Additional polarizing options, like that the alpha
component (I1 + I2) for ground and I1 for phase distance
elements, yield satisfactory tilt behavior for reverse load flow.
The reverse load flow behavior is the same.
C. Left Resistance Element
The left resistive line in Fig. 9 is responsible for limiting
the operation of the quadrilateral element for reverse load
flow. It does not need to be adaptive. Care has been taken not
to include the origin to ensure satisfactory operation for very
reactive lines.
D. High-Speed Implementation
In many transmission line protection applications, subcycle
operation is required for distance elements. In many relays,
distance elements with mho or quadrilateral characteristics are
available. When the distance elements selected have
quadrilateral characteristics only, the same high-speed
requirement is applicable for faults with low-resistance value.
In order to obtain subcycle operation with quadrilateral
elements, the same dual-filter concept presented in [14] for
mho elements is used here. The basic principle is to process
the same distance function twice, using two types of voltage
and current phasors: the function is processed first using halfcycle (high-speed) filter phasors and a second time with fullcycle (conventional) filter phasors. The final function state is
obtained by the logical OR operation from the two processes.
For single-pole tripping applications, these three ground
distance elements (AG, BG, and CG) need to be supervised
with a faulted phase selection function.
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For the purpose of implementing the directional element
and the faulted phase selection for the high-speed part of the
quadrilateral function, the algorithm described in [14] and [15]
uses a function known as high-speed directional and fault type
selection (HSD-FTS). It processes signals using half-cycle
filters and superimposed quantities to provide the
14 directional signals listed in Table I.
TABLE I
HIGH-SPEED DIRECTIONAL SIGNALS

Full-Cycle Directional
Element
Full-Cycle A-Phase-to-Ground
Selection Signal

Full-Cycle Filter Phasors
Resistance Blinders

A-Phase-to-Ground
Quadrilateral
Element

HSD-AGF
High-Speed Directional

Signal

Fault Description

Reactance Element Using
Half-Cycle Filter Phasors

HSD-AGF, HSD-AGR

Forward, reverse AG

Resistance Blinders Using
Using Half-Cycle Filter

HSD-BGF, HSD-BGR

Forward, reverse BG

HSD-CGF, HSD-CGR

Forward, reverse CG

HSD-ABF, HSD-ABR

Forward, reverse AB

HSD-BCF, HSD-BCR

Forward, reverse BC

HSD-CAF, HSD-CAR

Forward, reverse CA

HSD-ABCF, HSD-ABCR

Forward, reverse ABC

High-Speed
Quadrilateral Signal

Fig. 13. High-speed quadrilateral characteristic logic for A-phase-to-ground
faults

To illustrate the parallel operation of the high-speed and
conventional quadrilateral elements, an A-phase-to-ground
fault is staged at 33 percent of the line length of the highvoltage transmission line in the power network of Fig. 4. The
impedance reach is set to 85 percent of ZL1. The fault is
staged at 100 milliseconds of the EMTP (Electromagnetic
Transients Program) simulation.
Fig. 14 shows the distance to the fault calculations of the
two reactance elements (high-speed and conventional) for Rf
equal to 0 ohms. The high-speed element operates in
12.5 milliseconds, and the conventional element operates in
21 milliseconds.
1

0.8

Distance to Fault (pu)

Because the HSD-FTS signals are derived from
incremental currents and voltages, they will be available only
for 2 cycles following the inception of a fault. Consequently,
the high-speed quadrilateral signals are available for the same
interval of time following the detection of a fault.
For the reactance element, the high-speed part of the
quadrilateral characteristic implementation uses the same
equations for the ground elements as the conventional
counterpart uses with polarization based on negative- or zerosequence current. During a pole open, the polarization by the
sequence current (negative or zero) is replaced by the
incremental impedance loop current so that the ground
elements remain operational for single-pole tripping
applications.
For the phase elements, polarization is based on the loopimpedance incremental current so that phase faults and singlepole tripping applications are automatically covered.
For the two resistance blinder calculations, the equations
are identical to their conventional counterpart so that the
steady-state resistance reach will be identical.
With the high-speed quadrilateral elements, reactance and
resistance blinder calculations use a half-cycle filtering system
to obtain fast operation.
The logic for an A-phase-to-ground fault is presented in
Fig. 13. Similar logic is used for the two other ground fault
elements and the phase elements.

Conventional
Quadrilateral Signal

Full-Cycle Filter Phasors
Reactance Element

High-speed distance calculation
0.6
Conventional distance calculation
0.4

0.2

0

Conventional trip
High-speed trip
0.1

0.11

0.12

0.13

0.14

0.15

0.16

Time (s)

Fig. 14. High-speed and conventional distance element calculations for a
0-ohm, A-phase-to-ground fault at 33 percent of the line length
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Fig. 15 depicts the same experiment but with a primary Rf
equal to 50 ohms. The high-speed element has an operating
time of 14.5 milliseconds, whereas the conventional element
has an operating time of 25 milliseconds.
1

Fig. 16 illustrates the negative-sequence network of a
simple transmission line and the respective source impedances
at both terminals. If possible, this two-source network should
be evaluated. If the system is slightly more complex (e.g.,
parallel lines), a short-circuit program can provide the IF2 and
IR2 currents. The calculation should be done for a fault at the
reach of the Zone 1, where m is approximately 80 percent.

0.8

Distance to Fault (pu)

High-speed distance calculation

IF2

0.6
Conventional distance calculation

ZS1

mZL1

(1-m)ZL1

ZR1

0.4

VR2

0.2

0

IR2
VF2

Conventional trip
High-speed trip
0.1

0.11

0.12

0.13

0.14

0.15

0.16

Time (s)

Fig. 15. High-speed and conventional distance element calculations for a
50-ohm, A-phase-to-ground fault at 33 percent of the line length

As a general rule, the quadrilateral high-speed logic will
send an output signal a half cycle before the conventional
logic. This corresponds most of the time to an overall subcycle
operation for low Rf values. As illustrated in the two examples
above, as Rf increases, both the fault current and the voltage
dip will be reduced. Under these circumstances, the operation
times of the high-speed and conventional quadrilateral
elements will increase so that overall operation times close to
or above 1 cycle will be more typical for high-resistance
faults.
III. QUADRILATERAL DISTANCE ELEMENT APPLICATION
A. Homogeneity Calculation
The reactive line in a quadrilateral distance element can be
polarized with either negative-sequence (IR2) or zerosequence (IR0) current to properly adapt to load flow, as
shown in Fig. 11. Polarizing with these currents makes the
line adaptive and less susceptible to overreach. A check is
needed, however, to ensure effective Zone 1 quadrilateral
ground and phase distance element behavior [13]. This check
is for the homogeneity of the negative-sequence impedances
(or zero-sequence impedances, if zero-sequence polarization
has been used).
In a ground fault or asymmetrical phase fault, the total fault
current always lags the source voltages. This fault current, IF,
is the perfect polarizing current. It is in the same direction
regardless of the type of fault (same angle but with different
magnitude). Because the IF current is not measurable, the
measured currents at the relay location are the only ones
available. The negative-sequence current is an option for
polarizing the reactance line of the quadrilateral element. The
protective relay is measuring the local IR2 (negative-sequence
current). The IF2 current is the proper current to use.

Fig. 16. Two-source negative-sequence network

The variable T is the homogeneity factor, and it is the angle
difference between the fault current and the current measured
at the relay location. Reference [12] illustrates the evaluation
of this factor, which is the following current divider
expression:

 ZS1 + ZL1 + ZR1 
 IF2 
(15)
T arg
=
=

 arg 

IR2


 ZR1 + (1 − m) ZL1 
The angle T in (15) adjusts the measured IR2 current to the
angle of the fault current IF2. It is used in (3) and (8) to
properly polarize the reactance line of the quadrilateral
element.
When the ground quadrilateral element is polarized with
zero-sequence current (IR0), use a similar expression to
calculate T (15), except that the currents and impedances are
zero sequence.
Equation (15) also provides some extra information
regarding the homogeneity of the sequence network. For most
transmission networks, the impedance angles in the negativesequence network are very similar. Evaluating (15) yields a
small angle, usually in the range of ±5 degrees. On the other
hand, in the zero-sequence network, the homogeneity angle
varies considerably more.
In (3) and (8), the reactance line is effectively tilted by the
T angle.
B. Load Encroachment
The quadrilateral distance elements discussed in this paper
are inherently immune to load encroachment. The reactive line
that defines the reach is polarized with negative-sequence
currents, as shown in (3) and (8). The phase and ground
reactive lines start their computation when there is a fault
condition that implies an unbalance of (I2/I1) or (I0/I1) greater
than the natural unbalance of the system, which is less than
10 percent.
In a full protection scheme, however, there should be
provisions to detect three-phase faults. Although rare, this
type of fault is possible. It usually is a fault with almost no Rf.
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The three-phase fault detection element is obtained by
using current self-polarization. For example, the BC loop
would be polarized with:

=
S2 j(IRB − IRC)e − jT

predict the impedance trajectory, and stability studies may be
required.
jX

(16)

To avoid overreach because of forward flowing load, the
setting T in degrees is a tilt, most likely downward, for the
reactive line. The resistive reach is polarized with positivesequence current.
The three-phase quadrilateral element just described is set
with the same reach as the phase-to-phase distance elements.
It does require certain load considerations to avoid load
encroachment.
If the transmission line is long and the resistive setting
chosen conflicts with load, a load encroachment element is
required. This element should clearly define the load area in
the forward load flow direction. Fig. 17 illustrates a traditional
and already widely used load-encroachment logic
characteristic. The operating point of the load impedance in
this region will clearly identify load conditions and prevent
the three-phase fault detection algorithm from operating.
jX

Load
R

Fig. 17. Load encroachment for quadrilateral three-phase distance elements

C. Out of Step
Much of the theory and discussion in literature on out-ofstep detection can be applied to quadrilateral distance
elements [16][17]. When power flows are oscillating in a
power system, the apparent impedances measured by the
distance elements describe a trajectory on the R-X plane.
These oscillations can be caused by angular instability or
simply switching lines in or out [17]. If the oscillations are
contained within a maximum oscillation envelope and are
damped over time, the power swings are considered stable. On
the other hand, if the power swings are not damped over time,
the power swings are said to be unstable.
On the R-X diagram shown in Fig. 18, a stable power
swing impedance trajectory is contained on the right side (or
the left side for reverse power flow) and eventually rests on a
new load-impedance operating point. An unstable power
swing, in contrast, will show a trajectory that crosses the plane
from left to right (or right to left). Theoretically, and assuming
the simple two-source network shown in Fig. 18, the unstable
power swing will cross the electrical center of the system
when the angle’s difference between the two source voltages
is close to 180 degrees apart. Unless the power system can be
reduced to a two-source model, it is not a simple matter to

Unstable

Stable

ZL1
R

Fig. 18. Traditional dual-zone out-of-step characteristic

During power system oscillations, stability requirements
demand that transmission lines remain in the power system.
Tripping transmission lines unnecessarily jeopardizes the
stability of the power system. It is therefore necessary to
ensure that unstable trajectories on the R-X diagram entering
distance element characteristics (shown in Fig. 18) do not
unnecessarily trip the transmission line. However, some
applications require tripping transmission lines in a controlled
manner.
Out-of-step detection techniques traditionally take
advantage of the slower speed of the apparent impedance
trajectory on the R-X diagram for power swing conditions.
The trajectory of the operating point changes from load to
fault almost instantaneously for fault conditions.
Fig. 18 illustrates a traditional scheme comprised of two
zones. If the inner zone operates after a set time delay (2 to
5 cycles), an out-of-step condition is detected. If the trajectory
is due to a power system fault, both zones will operate within
a short time window.
There are several philosophies to follow when setting the
parameters of this scheme [17]. Some of the most important
considerations are:
• The inner zone should not operate for stable swings.
As shown in Fig. 18, a stable swing eventually returns
to the load impedance.
• The outer zone should not include any possible load
impedance. If load is included by the outer zone, there
is a risk of incorrectly declaring a power swing
condition.
• The distance from the inner to the outer zone on the
impedance plane should be made as wide as possible
to allow the detection of the power swing condition.
• The inner zone should not include any distance
element zone that is to be blocked. For long line
applications, achieving this goal for all distance zones
may not be possible. We can place the inner zone
across part of the distance element characteristic. This
will effectively cut part of the characteristic.
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Fig. 18 illustrates some of the these considerations. Short
lines present sufficient margin to accommodate the inner and
outer zones together with any type of distance element, such
as a quadrilateral distance unit, following the above
guidelines. Long transmission lines, however, may not allow
sufficient margin. Engineering judgment should be used to set
the inner and outer zones, as well as the resistive reach of the
quadrilateral element.
When determining the setting parameters, it may be very
difficult to cover all possible scenarios of instability with a
simple two-source model. Therefore, transient studies will be
needed to understand the effectiveness of the scheme in
Fig. 18.
Recently, a power swing detection algorithm was proposed
that requires little information from the user [18]. This
algorithm will detect and declare a power swing based on the
estimation of the swing center voltage (SCV), which is the
voltage at the electrical center of a two-source model. This
voltage can be estimated with local measurements and its
behavior used to detect an out-of-step condition. The
advantage of this methodology is that no network information
is required.
D. Series Capacitor Applications
It is common to apply directional comparison relaying
systems in the protection of series-compensated transmission
lines. Protective relays intended to protect these lines should
be designed to accommodate the changing measured
impedance (because of the MOVs [metal oxide varistors] and
spark gaps in parallel with the capacitor bank) and
subsynchronous voltages and currents that are characteristic of
series capacitor-compensated systems [19]. Moreover,
protective relaying systems located in adjacent lines should
reliably determine the direction to a fault.
For distance elements that are polarized with voltage, like
mho distance elements, the voltage inversion because of the
series capacitor is properly handled with memory voltage
[19][20]. Moreover, directional elements determine the correct
direction to the fault [21].
Identifying the fault direction is important to keep the
reactance and resistance lines of the quadrilateral distance
element from operating improperly. An impedance-based
negative-sequence polarized directional element (or an
alternate zero-sequence polarized element for ground faults)
will properly determine the direction to the fault, unless a
current inversion is present. Depending on the location of the
capacitor bank and the location of the voltage transformers
(VTs), suggested settings for the directional thresholds (Z2F
and Z2R) can be found in [20] and [21]. For the impedances
of the compensated system in Fig. 19, the directional element
threshold Z2F should be set to:

(ZL1 − XC)
(17)
2
Setting this threshold as close to the origin as possible will
ensure proper directional determination, unless a current
reversal is possible in the power system.
Z2F ≤

jX

Uncompensated
Compensated

ZL1

R

–jXC

Fig. 19. Series capacitor applications

In Fig. 19, the perspective of a long line is shown. Seriescompensated lines are long lines that require compensation to
transfer more power. There are no short lines compensated
with series capacitors. Also, in the vicinity of a series
capacitor installation, subsynchronous oscillations of the
voltages and currents are possible [19][20][21]. While the
filtering in protective relays is very good at eliminating highfrequency components, the filtering is not efficient at
eliminating lower frequencies. These subsynchronous
transients, shown as impedance oscillations on the apparent
impedance plane, eventually converge on the true apparent
impedance, as illustrated in Fig. 20. This figure also shows
that distance element overreach is a possibility.

–jXc
jX

Z1L

R

Fig. 20. Subharmonic frequency transients can cause distance elements to
overreach
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Zone 1 distance elements should account for the above
phenomena by reducing the reach [20][21]. A good suggestion
is to set the reach of the reactive line to half of the
compensated line impedance [20]. On the other hand,
protective relays can have an automatic reach adjustment
based on a measured apparent impedance compared to a
theoretically calculated value [14][21]. This way, the reach is
automatically reduced to half of the compensated line
impedance when transients are detected. The resistive reach
should follow the recommendations for a long line (e.g., Rset
equal to one-half Zset).
The presence of the series capacitor in the power system
modifies the homogeneity of the negative- and zero-sequence
impedances. Therefore, when adjusting the homogeneity
factor T, described in (18) and (19), the capacitor impedance
should be considered. When using a negative-sequence current
polarized reactance element:

 ZS1 + ZL1 − XC + ZR1 
 IF2 
=
T arg
=

 arg 

 IR2 
 ZR1 + (1 − m)(ZL1 − XC) 

(18)

And when using a zero-sequence polarized reactance line:

 ZS0 + ZL0 − XC + ZR0 
 IF0 
=
T arg
=

 arg 
 (19)
IR0


 ZR0 + (1 − m)(ZL0 − XC) 
Notice that the zero- and negative-sequence impedance of a
series capacitor are the same as the positive-sequence
impedance.
Equation (18) for the uncompensated line should also be
evaluated. The minimum calculated T value (most negative)
should be used.
When applying any protective relaying scheme to seriescompensated lines, transient simulation and testing are
recommended [19][21]. This step ensures dependability and
confirms proposed settings.
E. Single-Pole Trip Applications
In transmission line protection, it is common to use singlepole trip schemes. The scheme trips the faulted phase only for
a single-line-to-ground fault. Once the pole is open, the other
two phases are still conducting power, and the system is
capable of remaining synchronized. During the open-pole
interval, it is expected that the arc deionizes. After the openpole interval, a reclosing command is sent to the breaker.
Current polarization with negative-sequence current (I2) or
zero-sequence current (I0) is not reliable during the open-pole
interval. The open pole makes the power system unbalanced,
causing negative- and zero-sequence currents to flow. The
consequence to distance elements polarized with sequence
component currents, as in (3) and (8), is that the polarization
becomes unreliable. Depending on the load flow direction, I2

and I0 will have different directions. Fortunately, there are
other distance elements that will reliably operate during an
open-pole condition [14]. The positive-sequence voltagepolarized mho element is stable during open-pole intervals and
will reliably detect power system faults during this condition.
In a practical scheme, the phase and ground quadrilateral
elements should be disabled when an open-pole condition is
detected. The high-speed quadrilateral distance element is
implemented with incremental quantities and does not need to
be disabled during the open-pole interval.
IV. SETTING THE QUADRILATERAL DISTANCE ELEMENT
Consider the A-phase-to-ground fault circuit of Fig. 4.
Equation (20) determines the apparent impedance (Zapp) that
the relay installed at the left side of the line measures as a
function of fault voltages and currents. Equation (21)
determines Zapp as a function of Rf and fault location m.

Zapp =

VA
IA + k0 • IR

=
Zapp m • ZL1 + KR • Rf

(20)
(21)

In (21), KR is a factor that depends upon the positive- and
zero-sequence current distribution factors (C1 and C0) and is
equal to:

3
2 • C1 + C0(1 + 3 • k0)

KR =

(22)

C1 and C0 are equal to:

(1 − m) • ZL1 + ZR1
(23)
ZS1 + ZL1 + ZR1
(1 − m) • ZL0 + ZR0
C0 =
(24)
ZS0 + ZL0 + ZR0
k0 is the zero-sequence compensation factor equal to:
C1 =

k0 =

ZL0 − ZL1
3• ZL1

(25)

For no-load conditions (δ equal to 0) and homogeneous
systems, the resistive blinder of the adaptive quadrilateral
element will assert for an Rf that satisfies this condition:
Rapp < Rset

(26)

Rapp = Real(KR) • Rf

(27)

where Rset is the resistive reach setting. Alternatively, we can
calculate Rapp using relay voltage and currents for a fault at m
according to (28).

=
Rapp Real ( Zapp ) − m • Real ( ZL1)

(28)
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For the system in Fig. 4, Fig. 21 represents the values of
Real(KR) as a function of m with a constant value of Rset. The
increasing values of Real(KR) indicate that the maximum
detectable Rf at no load decreases as the distance to the fault
increases.

X
Rset
T – θε

(1 – m) ZL
θL1

180 – θε– θL1

T

Zset = m ZL

10

θL1 – T

θε
m ZL

9

θL1

m ZL

8

Rset

θL1
7

Real (KR)

R
6

Fig. 22. CT and VT error evaluation for Zone 1

5

Fig. 23 shows the Rmax pu as a function of Zset for θL1
equal to 40, 55, 70, and 75 degrees and θε equal to 2 degrees.

4

30
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55
70
85

3
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0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Fault Location (pu)

Fig. 21. Factor Real(KR) for the system of Fig. 4

Another consideration in determining the setting of the
resistive coverage involves VT and CT (current transformer)
errors. Reference [22] indicates that a composite angle error in
the measurement θε can be assumed.
A. Zone 1
For a Zone 1 application, the requirement is that Zone 1
never overreaches for any fault at the end of the line.
Assuming that for resistive faults at the end of the line there is
an angle error θε, the effective path for increasing Rf will tilt
down an extra θε degrees, as shown in Fig. 22. For increasing
Rf, the intersection with the Zone 1 reactive line is the
indication of the maximum Rset or Rmax. Using the law of
sines and trigonometry, Rmax can be expressed as:

=
Rmax

sin (θε + θ L1)
• (1 − Zset _ pu ) • ZL1
sin (θε )

(29)

Equation (29) defines Rmax, the maximum secure resistive
reach setting for Zone 1, taking into account CT, VT, relay
measurement errors, and θε. Rmax is a function of the
impedance reach setting Zset, the positive-sequence line
impedance magnitude |ZL1| and angle θL1, and the total
angular error in radians θε [22].

Maximum Resistive Reach Setting Rmax (pu)

25
2

20

15

10

5

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Impedance Reach Setting Zset (pu)

0.8

0.9

1

Fig. 23. Maximum resistive reach setting as a function of the impedance
reach due to measurement errors

A typical Zone 1 impedance reach setting for short lines is
70 percent. For the system in Fig. 4, Zset_zone1 is equal to
1.4 ohms secondary.
With Zset, |ZL1|, θL1, and θε, we can calculate Rmax using
(29) or obtain the pu value Rmax_pu with respect to the total
positive-sequence line impedance from Fig. 23. In this case,
Rmax equals 17.17 ohms secondary, or Rmax_pu equals
8.58 pu.
Additionally, we need to verify that the fault current is
above the maximum relay sensitivity. In this case, the residual
current is 3.0 A secondary, and the relay sensitivity is 0.25 A.
Therefore, the relay can see the fault at 70 percent of the line
with Rf equal to 25 ohms primary.
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Fig. 24 shows the apparent resistance for different Rf
values for a fault at 70 percent of the line. Note that with
Rset_zone1 equal to 11.52 ohms, the quadrilateral element can
see 3 ohms secondary or 25 ohms primary.
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Fig. 25 shows the margin of the selected Rset with respect
to Rmax for the selected Zset.
Zset_pu

Rmax (pu)
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Fig. 26. Maximum Rf coverage with Rset equal to 11.5 ohms for faults
along the line

The analysis carried out for a phase-to-ground fault can
also be applied for phase-to-phase faults. In these cases, the
factor KR is equal to:

30

——

4

0

Fig. 24. Apparent resistance for a fault at 70 percent of the line

1
(30)
2 • C1
For no-load conditions (δ equal to 0) and homogeneous
systems, the resistive blinder of the phase quadrilateral
element will assert for an Rf that satisfies (31) or (32).
KR =

20

10

Rmax_pu
Rset_pu

0

5

2

5
0

Rset = 11.52 ohms
δ = 0 degrees

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Fault Location (pu)

0.8

Fig. 25. Margin of Rset at Zset_zone1 equal to 0.7 pu

Fig. 26 shows that the quadrilateral distance element can
see up to 3 ohms for faults at 70 percent of the line for Rset
equal to 11.52 ohms.

Rf
< Rset
2 • Real ( C1)
 Vϕϕ 
=
Rapp Real 
 − m • Real ( ZL1)
 Iϕϕ 

(31)
(32)

B. Zone 2
When considering overreaching zones, it is important to
determine the maximum underreach and verify that the zone
covers at least the expected Rf. For example, in a Zone 2
application, it is expected that all faults on the line and those
at the remote terminal will be detected. It is a common
practice to set the Zone 2 reach to 120 percent of the line
length. However, in certain circumstances, this impedance
reach would not guarantee coverage for faults with Rf, and a
longer reach would be required.
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Following is a conservative approach to set Zone 2 that
guarantees that the overreaching element sees all faults with
specific Rf coverage. Fig. 27 shows the apparent resistance for
a homogeneous system and no-load conditions.
X

15

Rset Zone 2 (pu)

Rset

Fig. 28 shows Rset_zone2_pu for θL1 equal to 40, 55, 70,
and 85 degrees and for θε equal to –2 degrees.

P

Resistive Reach Setting
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ZL1
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5
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R

0

Fig. 27. Apparent impedance for an end-of-line fault considering
measurement errors

From Fig. 27, we can estimate the required resistive reach
Rset_zone2 and impedance reach Zset_zone2 settings
according to (33) and (34) for a desired Rf coverage.

Rset _ zone2 =

sin (θ L1 + θε )
• Real(KR) • Rf • e − j⋅θε (33)
sin (θ L1)

Zset _ zone2
= ZL1 −

sin (θε )
• R set _ zone2 (34)
sin (θ L1 + θε )

We can represent Rset_zone2_pu as a function of Ppu
according to (35). These values are the normalized values of
Rset_zone2 and P (see Fig. 27) with respect to |ZL1|.

Rset _ zone2 _ pu = −

sin (θ L1 + θε )
• Ppu
sin (θε )

(35)
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Fig. 28. The resistive reach setting as a function of the impedance reach
setting for several values of θL1

For the relay in Fig. 4, we calculate Rset_zone2 for a
desired Rf equal to 3 ohms secondary. Using (33) with θε
equal to –2 degrees and a fault at the end of the line, we obtain
Rset_zone2 equal to 28.69 ohms secondary and
Rset_zone2_pu equal to 14.35 pu. From Fig. 28, we obtain the
required value of Ppu and the Zone 2 impedance reach
Zset_zone2_pu equal to 1.5 or 150 percent of |ZL1|.
V. DISTANCE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE
A. Traditional Distance Element Characteristics
Adaptive quadrilateral phase and ground distance elements
were designed to improve Rf coverage in short line
applications. A previous distance relay included a ground
quadrilateral distance element characteristic with an adaptive
reactance element and two resistance elements that calculate
Rf according to (36) and a ground mho distance characteristic
with an adaptive mho element that calculates the distance to
the fault according to (37) [12]

(

)

*
Im  V • I • e j⋅θ L1 


R relay1 =
*
3
Im  • ( I2 + I0 ) • I ⋅ e j⋅θ L1 
2


(36)

Re  V • ( V1_ mem ) 


m relay1 =
*
Re  I • e j⋅θ L1 • ( V1_ mem ) 



(37)

(

)

*
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B. Adaptive Resistance Element
Fig. 29 shows the quadrilateral distance element
characteristic that uses the adaptive reactance element of the
previous design with an adaptive resistive element.
X
Adaptive Reactance Element

setting of 11.52 ohms and an impedance reach (Zset) setting of
120 percent of ZL1. The mho distance element has a reach of
120 percent of ZL1. The sensitivity of all the distance
elements is 0.05 • Inom.
Fig. 30, Fig. 31, and Fig. 32 show the Rf coverage of mho
and quadrilateral distance elements. We observe that the Rf
coverage is severely reduced as the fault approaches the end of
the line. As expected, the mho element is the one with less Rf
coverage, and the adaptive resistance element has the greatest
Rf coverage, especially for power flow in the forward
direction, δ equal to 10 degrees.
20

Mho Distance Element
Quadrilateral Distance Element
Adaptive Resistive Element

18

Adaptive
Resistive
Element

Rset = 11.52 ohms
δ = -10 degrees

16
14

Fault Resistance (ohms)

ZLINE

R

12
10
8
6
4

Fig. 29. Quadrilateral distance element characteristic with adaptive
resistance element

2

The adaptive resistive element calculates Rf according to
(38) and (39), and compares the minimum of the two
calculation results against the resistive setting.

)
)

(
(

)
)

*
Im  V • Iα • e j⋅θ L1 


Rα =
*
Im  I • Iα • e j⋅θ L1 



(38)
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1) Faults at Multiple Locations
We calculate the maximum Rf that the distance elements
can detect for an A-phase-to-ground fault for m values from 0
to 1 and load angles of δ equal to –10, 0, and 10 degrees. The
quadrilateral distance elements have a resistive reach (Rset)

0.9

1

Rset = 11.52 ohms
δ = 0 degrees

(39)

C. Resistive Coverage
To compare the resistive coverage of the traditional
distance elements with the adaptive resistive element, we use
the system in Fig. 4 and perform the tests discussed in the
following sections.

0.8

Mho Distance Element
Quadrilateral Distance Element
Adaptive Resistive Element

7

Equation (38) is equivalent to (11) and (12). It uses a
different form of phase comparator equation. Equation (39)
uses the alpha component (Iα = I1 + I2).

0.7

Fig. 30. Rf coverage of mho and quadrilateral distance elements for
δ equal to –10 degrees
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Fig. 31. Rf coverage of mho and quadrilateral distance elements for δ equal
to 0 degrees
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D. Adaptive Behavior
A carefully designed quadrilateral characteristic should
have an adaptive reactance line to avoid overreach because of
load in the forward direction and Rf. Moreover, this paper has
presented the concept of an adaptive resistive line that
beneficially tilts to detect more Rf.
Two figures will be used to illustrate the adaptive behavior
of the reactive line. Fig. 34 illustrates a ground fault detected
from the terminal with forward load flow. Fig. 35 shows the
same fault, with the same Rf, detected from the other terminal
(i.e., the terminal with reverse direction load flow).
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Fig. 32. Rf coverage of mho and quadrilateral distance elements for δ equal
to 10 degrees

2) Faults at m Equal to 0.7 for Multiple Load Angles
We calculate the Rf coverage for a fault at 70 percent of the
line and different load angles (see Fig. 33). The adaptive
resistance element has the highest Rf coverage, while the mho
element has the lowest Rf coverage.
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Fig. 34. Example of a ground fault detected from the forward load flow
direction terminal
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Fig. 33. Rf coverage for faults at 70 percent of the line with different load
angles
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Fig. 35. Example of a ground fault detected from the reverse load flow
direction terminal
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Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 illustrate the adaptive behavior of the
quadrilateral distance element. Because these figures are for
illustrative purposes, the power system impedances, fault
location, and/or Rf value are not relevant to the discussion.
These two figures simply illustrate the adaptive behavior of
the reactance and resistive lines.
The fault type is a ground fault; and the ground
quadrilateral element is formed with a reactance line polarized
with negative-sequence current (the preferred polarization).
The two resistance elements are polarized with negative
sequence (I2) and with the alpha component (I1 + I2). The
polarization is what makes the lines adaptive, as explained in
the previous sections.
Fig. 34 and Fig. 35 provide a wealth of information about
the behavior of these impedance lines, including the
following:
• The reactance element pivots on the line impedance
reach, and that point is fixed. The resistance elements
pivot on the resistive reach, which is a setting.
• The degree at which these lines tilt is determined by
the power system parameters and operating
conditions. These include line impedances, load flow,
and Rf.
• The mho circle and reactance line tilt at the same time
and in the same direction.
• The resistance element trip decision is the OR
combination of either resistive line. Their behavior is
dependent on the direction of the load flow, and their
operation is complementary to each other.
For the forward load flow terminal in Fig. 34, we conclude:
• The reactance element tilts beneficially in a clockwise
direction. This behavior prevents overreaching
because of high-resistance load flow.
• The resistance element polarized with negativesequence current will adapt to provide better resistive
reach coverage. This resistive line will make the
decision for faults with load in the forward direction.
• The resistance element polarized with the alpha
component current tilts in the opposite direction. The
resistive coverage of this characteristic is less effective
compared to the other resistive line.
For the reverse load flow terminal in Fig. 35, we conclude:
• The reactance element moves in the direction that the
apparent impedance locus moves, as shown in Fig. 10.
• The resistance element polarized with negativesequence current moves in the opposite direction and
with less resistive coverage.
• The resistance element polarized with the alpha
component provides more effective coverage and will
detect the fault.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Power system faults present different values of Rf. Ground
faults present a larger value of Rf because of the arc resistance
and tower footing resistance.
Short line protection applications with distance elements
favor the use of quadrilateral distance elements for phase and
ground fault protection. The expected Rf for short lines can be
in the same order of magnitude as the impedance of the
transmission line.
Rf and power flow have the effect of modifying the
apparent impedance measured by the distance element. The
description of the Rf influence was plotted for different Rf
values and load flows.
Especially for short lines, quadrilateral distance elements
can detect faults with higher Rf than mho distance elements.
Instrument transformers and relay measurement errors limit
the Rf coverage in short line applications.
An adaptive characteristic for ground and phase
quadrilateral distance elements was presented. The reactance
element, polarized with negative-sequence current, adapts
based on the direction of the load flow and prevents
overreaching issues associated with load flow in the forward
direction. Resistance elements are polarized with two
quantities simultaneously. The negative-sequence polarization
has a better Rf coverage for forward load flow. Using ground
distance (alpha component) and phase distance (positivesequence component) provides better coverage for faults with
reverse load flow. For the resistance elements, running two
polarizations at the same time helps to detect as much Rf as
possible.
A high-speed version of the quadrilateral elements
typically improves the speed of operation by half a cycle.
These elements are required in applications where high-speed
tripping times are required. These elements provide subcycle
operating speeds and operate reliably during open-pole
conditions.
The paper presented an improved distance element with an
adaptive quadrilateral characteristic that can be part of a line
protection relay.
The performance of the adaptive quadrilateral distance
element was compared to a previous quadrilateral
implementation, showing the benefits. A graphical illustration
of the performance expected from the reactance and resistive
lines was presented with an example in Fig. 34 and Fig. 35.
The Rf coverage of the adaptive quadrilateral element
increases for terminals with forward direction load flow.
The phase quadrilateral distance elements presented in this
paper are suitable for any transmission line application, but
because of their nature, they fit better in short line
applications. No distance element, however, can provide better
sensitivity and Rf coverage than directional overcurrent
elements in a pilot scheme.
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